
Product Details:
Model name: Hair care heated roll hair brush ESC-8315
Material: Plastic handle and metal teeth
Handle type: Fixed handle
Overheating protection: PET heating system, safe temperature control
Technical label: Customized content
Logo: Silk screen printing on handle
Wire label: High temperature warning label
Auto shut-off: 60 minutes auto shut-off without using
Power: 35W to 110W
Warranty: PTC heater product 2 years warranty
Certification: CE, Rohs, cETLus, CCC, CB
Usage: Professional salon usage

 
 
Catalogue products of ESC-8315:
ESC-8315 is a professional hot roll brush for salon usage or home usage with professional hair quality PTC
heaters, safe heating system and full metal teeth, they are perfect tools to used as a finisher since they can
smoooth down a final look.

More information about the professional heated roll brush:
FBT's roll hair brushes can be full plastic teeth, full metal teeth or half plastic teeth and half metal teeth, three
optinal. They are great for both creating styles with roll body and bend, or when working to smooth natural
texture. Roll brush can control the texture when styling, and useful to smooth our hair.



Other size option heated round hair brush：
For this hot round metal hair brush, in general there are 4 size to makes different hair effect, tight curl can
sue 17mm barrel, looose curl can use 32mm barrel, also can customize different teeth effect: all plastic teeth,
all metal teeth and half plastic teeth and half metal teeth, all of the teethes with round protection cover for soft
scalp touch.



 
 
Exclusive magnetic box customized design for heated roll hair brush ESC-8315:
Hot roll brush professional hair styling iron customized magnetic box using high quality copper plate paper
and 1200g hard white paper, matte finish and paper inner tray. Logo not only ouside of the box, but also inner
covers. Flat cutting edges with parallel flat or trangular flat for option only if your mass quanitty can reach
1,000pcs, exclusive magnetic for your market.



Marketing selling points of heated round hair brush ESC-8315:
* Metal teeth or plastic or half metal teeth and half plastic teeth for different effect
* Round plastic protection to avoide damage scalp
* Luxurious handle with fashion outlook
* PTC heater support safe working temperature
* Round brush do make bigger hair add fullness and movement
* Professional design suit any length hair
* Plastic cover safe touch



Package and delivery information:

Package information

* Magnetic gift box package
* Size of GB: 37 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 25pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W.: 18.0KGS
* N.W.: 12.5.0KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21,000pcs

Express:  Small quantity by air, large quantity by sea

How to use it:
The first step needs to blow dry hair as normally was,and section off your hair, take a small section
you do want to styling at a time.
The second step is switch on the round hair brush and heat up, it's better to styling your hair with
brush and dryer, the effect is more obviously.
The third step is to put the hair brush to hair roots, and slide it down slowly, and then wind your tip
hair to the round brush, the effect is the samll curl at the end of your hair.
The fourth step is, if you don't think the effect is same as your image, just run agin.
You could make different angel according to choose different size of brush.



Our other comb and round brush you may like:
LED digital volumn brush haircare heated brush ESC-8316, is a professional salon usage round
heated hair brush, with half black PET injection plastic teeth and half metal teeth, it can customzie
the size to make 19mm, 25mm and 32mm, this hair brush with a hair care heating barrel inside, if
you want to have tigh curl, choose the 19mm barrel, for large loose curls, choose 32mm barrel.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/LED-digital-volume-brush-hair-care-heated-brush-ESC-8316.html#.WAswPuyECP0

